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Introducton

The current status of American Waterfronts is a battleground of competing

users fighting for a very limited amount of space. Port directors, environ-

mentalist, historic preservation groups, pleasure boaters, and hotel developers

all want to have a say on how this land is used.

But to say it is a battlefield does not tell you anything. . . because before

urban waterfronts became a battlefield, most of them, Boston's included , were

not battlefields but graveyards - quiet, empty, decaying, and full of rats.

Urban waterfront development is the current success story of America's

cities. This is especially true for our older cities which must rely heavily on

the elusive qualities of "environment" and "quality of life". Boston, Baltimore,

and San Francisco are examples of cities that have capitalized on dilapidated

and underused waterfront areas to build new neighborhoods and attract new

businesses and residents, despite such negative factors as high taxes and

crime rates.

* Marc Older is Assistant Director of Planning at the Boston Redevelopment
Authority and Co-director of the City's waterfront planning group. He has
spoken on waterfront development at the World Congress on Land Policy and
conferences in Detroit and Chicago

.
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New York, Philadelphia, Chicago, Detroit, and a host of smaller cities are

now turning their attention to formerly forgotten sections of their harbor and

riverfronts. For most American cities it is still too early to tell what their

waterfronts will be like in the future, but it is very unlikely that they will

revert to their former desolate status.

Before I take the risk making predictions about the future of America's water-

fronts, I will describe the context in which these battles are being fought,

the most common controversies, and some of the innovative resolutions that

have been developed.

Problems of Waterfront Development

Despite all this interest in waterfront development, projects are extremely

difficult to bring to fruition. In most cases a new physical and social environ-

ment needs to be created. Massive capital investment must be made to adapt

the existing buildings, piers, and physical infrastructure to totally new uses.

Because of their past association with the rough world of maritime commerce,

and more recent high levels of vacant and abandoned buildings, many of

these areas are considered unattractive and unsafe in the minds of the public

at large. Waterfront areas are, at best, "unknown" areas of the city to

which prospective residents and clients must be attracted not only by new

recreation facilities, but with fairs, parades, museums, and such events as

the coming of the Tall Ships.

Waterfront buildings are basically attractive. In older eastern cities they

often date from a period of prosperous water commerce. However, these

buildings are difficult to remodel for new urban uses. Part of their attractive-





ness comes from a scale of room size and ceiling height far beyond what is

constructed today. Heating systems are outdated for today's energy costs

and air conditioning is often non-existent.

Public infrastructure, such as streets and utilities, may be overbuilt for the

new uses. Apartments and restaurants do not need rail tracks down the

middle of the street. Some public facilities, such as schools and parks, may

be totally lacking while others, such as water and sewer pipes, may be reaching

the end of their expected life and be subject to continual breakage and service

interruptions

.

Continual exposure to the water and weather quickly deteriorate waterfront

facilities such as wharves, piers, and seawalls. Even these attractive facilities

often require extensive capital investment before they can support new develop-

ment. This is especially true in salt water ports and in areas where the

water freezes during the winter. It has recently been noted that water

pollution control programs have improved water quality to the extent that

wooden pilings that have stood for hundreds of years are now being attacked

by organisms that formerly could not survive in the polluted water.

For reasons that will be discussed elsewhere in this paper, most maritime uses

have moved from the areas of the cities most ripe for waterfront development.

Some of those uses that remain add to the attractiveness of the area and help

it retain its authenticity and nautical quality. Other uses, fish processing

for example, may have to be relocated before new uses can be brought in.

Some common types of waterfront activity, such as electric generating stations,

may be too expensive and difficult to move regardless of their impact on the

new development.





Need For A Coordinated Approach

To absorb the high cost of dealing with these problems and the necessity of

creating a new public image of an area requires a coordinated planning,

financing and development effort. Often these projects are beyond the capa-

bilities of either the public or private sector alone. Arrangements must be

made to utilize the particular strengths and weaknesses of each part in these

arrangements

.

Joint Ventures

For example, Norfolk, Virginia used a joint public/private venture to develop

25 acres of vacant waterfront land now known as Freemason Harbor. The

major members of this group are the Norfolk Redevelopment and Housing

Authority, a minor land owner and possessor of local government powers such

as land condemnation, tax-free financing, and ability to receive grants from

the Federal Government; the major land owner, a subsidiary of a major railroad;

and a major development company that would undertake the actual construction.

The joint venture, named Freemason Harbour Associates, will invest over

$120 million to convert the abandoned 25-acre site into condominiums, com-

mercial space, a parking garage, and necessary new infrastructure. In

addition, $1.06 million is being provided by the Federal Government to help

cover the costs of planning, street construction and provision of new utilities.

The significant aspect of this development is that none of the parties had

sufficient funds or powers to carry out such a massive redevelopment project

by itself. Together the local government, the land owner, and a private





construction company have changed a vacant 25-acre eye- sore into tax paying

property that provides jobs and housing, as well as serving as an attractive

addition to the city's many neighborhoods.

Lease back

Boston, Baltimore, and San Diego employ lease-back procedures that allow the

local government to use its ability to borrow money at relatively low interest

rates to acquire and/or develop property which is then leased to private

developers. This provides a range of debt and tax advantages for the private

business and a higher level of income to the municipality than could be obtained

from land that had been sold and was paying only property tax. In addition,

at the end of the lease period, the city regains complete ownership of a fully

developed facility. Leaving the ownership in public rather than private

hands increases the eligibility of the development for Federal and State financial

assistance programs.

Boston's internationally famous Quincy Market development is owned by the

City and its Redevelopment Authority. The Redevelopment Authority used

Federal and local money to restore the physical and historical characteristics

of the building shells. The Rouse Company then leased these shells for

99 years, designed, developed and rented the interior spaces to the actual

tenants

.

San Diego's case is much simpler. Since 1921 the city used the spoils from

channel dredging to create 1,800 acres of land as part of a 4,000-acre water-

front park. Up to 25% of the park space can be leased to private interests





for water-related recreation uses. Income from the leases paid more than 78%

of the costs of operating the park in 1976. In addition, the leases provide

the City as land owner with the leverage necessary to require the private

recreation developments to provide such public facilities as pedestrian and

bicycle access.

Competing Uses For Scarce Waterfront Land

The fact that competing uses for available waterfront land exist as a significant

problem in American cities is good news. In the decades of the 1950's and

the earlier part of the 1960's, the opposite was true. Urban waterfronts were

dilapidated and underused. They quickly became the site of the least attractive

land uses — uses that were located along the water, not because of their

need for access to maritime commerce or even cooling water, but because the

land was there and no higher grade uses were competing for it.

In New York City, for example, the year 1928 saw 40% of the City's water-

front undeveloped or without a current use. (The figure today is below five

percent) . In the following years before the recent renewal of interest in

waterfront development, waterfront land became converted into two airports

covering 5,475 acres and occupying 11 miles of shorefront land. New York's

garbage has filled an equal area of waterfront land. In addition, twenty

electric generating plants were constructed on the water's edge, eleven of

them gas turbines which do not need large amounts of cooling water. Thirteen

sewage plants and four garbage incenerators ate up more waterfront land.

Major highways, following the path of least political resistance, lined both

shores of Manhattan Island with elevated structures whose noise and pollution





and local service roads cut off large segments of the population from any

hope of contact with the waterfront. Today, 30% of New York's waterfront

land is devoted to highways.

Similar statistics could be presented for most of the older American port

cities, and to a lesser extent to the newer ports on the West Coast.

Today's situation has reversed that of just a few years ago. Control of

waterfront land in many cities is hotly contested. Land values have increased

rapidly; proposed new uses often face tough political battles and even law

suits from competitors hoping for the same space.

Conflicting Use of Water Space

Conflict over limited space, facilities, and capital is not limited to the land

side of urban waterfronts. Out on the water, commercial ships, commuter,

tourist, and other local business boats, and pleasure craft compete sometimes

dangerously for a limited amount of water. The mixture of sizes and types of

boats, professional and amateur captains, and the sheer quantity of boat

movements are causing increasing problems. In Boston Harbor, for example,

two sailing clubs hold races that criss-cross the main shipping channel. It is

not that they are insensitive to the needs of large commercial vessels, but

there is nowhere else they can race within reasonable sailing time from their

mooring.

Political and Economic Relationship Between the Port Authority and City Government

The major participants in the battle for control of waterfront land and water





space are the City Administration and the Port Authority. The very nature

and structure of these organizations virtually assure that they will have

protracted fights.

With few exceptions, cities in the United States are the main source of service

to local urban population. They provide and pay for such services as schools,

police, fire, local roads, etc. They are predominantly supported by a tax on

the value of property within their boundaries. Typically, the service require-

ments and the tax levels of the central cities where ports are located are

higher than that of surrounding communities giving the cities a competitive

disadvantage in trying to attract new employers and new residents. Because

the primary source of city income comes from the value of property within its

own boundaries, there is very little incentive for city governments to be

directly concerned with regional development.

Port Authorities, on the other hand, are independent authorities established

by the state government for the purpose of managing the port (and often

airports and related facilities). As creatures of the state, they can be, and

usually are given powers which supersede those of the city; including the

power to override local land use controls and an exemption from city property

taxes. The concerns of Port Authorities are primarily regional. Freed from

annual cost of property taxes, able to borrow money at relatively low tax-exempt

rates, and insulated from the electoral process, Port Authorities can afford to

take a long view, especially with relationship to land holdings. They are in a

position to land bank. It is often in their interest (and against the city's

interest) to maximize the port's consumption of land to reduce its dependence

on capital or to make it marginally more attractive to shipping companies.





Until the 1970's the battle was very one-sided. Port authorities with their

state powers, strong support of the business community, and superior salaries

and working conditions clearly out-matched the cities. More recently, however,

new Federal and State laws requiring consideration of environmental impacts

of major construction projects and requiring the coordinated planning of

waterfront areas have given cities and non-maritime businesses and interest

groups new powers and the struggle has evened out. In some cities, and I

am pleased to say that Boston is one, this new relationship has resulted in

increased cooperation between the Port Authority and the City administration.

That is not to say that these conflicts have ceased to exist, but that the

balance of powers allows for the fruitful pursuit of mutually beneficial decisions.

Current Demand by Water-Related Uses Versus Possible Future Demand

By Water Dependent Maritime Uses

Two of the most significant problems facing planners and decision-makers

regarding the reuse of urban waterfronts are how much land, and which land

to set aside for future needs of the Port? What land can be released to

satisfy the current pressures for water-related uses — those uses whose

proximity to the water enhances their own attractiveness as well as those of

the city in which they are located? This problem is one of the main sources

of disagreement between the management of the port and the government of

the host city. It stems in part from differing viewpoints on the significance

of the port to the economy, as well as the uncertainty caused by the dramatic

changes in the amount and nature of the land required by port activities that

have resulted from new technologies and trading patterns.





Planners for the City feel they are being asked to bear high opportunity

costs — that is the cost of tax income and other benefits of growth not

received from land that is held vacant or underutilized for storage on the

possibility that at some future time it may be needed for Port use. Port

planners, on the other hand, argue that good waterfront land is an extremely

rare resource, that once lost to non-port uses will foreclose the possibility

for expansion and further growth. And, not entirely without reason, these

same port planners will see the absence of growth leading to decline and loss

of competitive advantage to other port cities.

The battle lines are thus drawn. The city's need for immediate tax revenue

and new employment, versus port's view of the limited extent of appropriate

waterfront land and a "grow or die" view of the competitive world of maritime

commerce. Into this battle are thrown sophisticated analyses of trends in

maritime commerce, and "ripple effects" of port activity on the regional economy

and concerns of over-building of capital intensive port facilities throughout

the region.

Competition Among Ports

It would be a mistake to think that the only competition is between the Port

and its host City. Ports by the very nature of maritime commerce are highly

competitive with one another. In earlier epochs in port development the

steamship companies owned their own port facilities or had a management tie

with a particular railroad and thus were tied into particular ports. Today

port facilities are owned by public authorities, and ships can and do change

destinations at will, even in mid voyage.





New facilities, lower rates, faster turn-around times, labor unrest can quickly

change the relative attractiveness of nearby ports, and the annual throughput

can change just as fast.

The natural tendency of this type of competition is to promote over-construction

of port facilities as new growth and new facilities are seen as necessary to

keep or gain competitive advantage. This over-construction and subsequent

underutilization results in increased resistance on the part of the host city to

new facilities and expanded land consumption. At the same time it encourages

the port authority to press for even more major developments to attract more

ships in the hope of regaining the status it feels it needs to fill (and pay

for) even its existing facilities.

In the New England Region there is currently a regional port planning effort

underway. One purpose of this program is to establish an efficient hierarchy

of ports from the major Container Port or Load Center at Boston to the smallest

public facility. However, the participant communities in this effort are having

difficulty accepting for themselves labels as 2nd and 3rd rate ports. It is

not yet clear how this effort will turn out.

This competition among ports is one of the main reasons that there has not

been more pressure for the National Government to take a strong role in

supporting the development of new port facilities. Such involvement, it is

feared, would lead to inter-port planning and the establishment of a hierarchy

of ports representing national, rather than local or regional priorities.





Fragmentation of Control

By one estimate, 130 agencies have some say over the use and development of

Boston Harbor. This fragmentation of control among all three levels of govern-

ment plus some independent authorities and regulatory groups makes positive

actions difficult and the development and enforcement of coordinated plans

impossible.

In an effort to counter problems of lack of control that were allowing large-

scale filling of its beautiful bay, San Francisco established the Bay Conservation

and Development Commission (BCDC). The Commission created and has

approved a plan to maximize public access and protection of shorefront and

wetlands. The plan is backed up with state law requiring a BCDC permit

before land on the waterfront in wetlands can be developed. The presence of

this plan and permitting process reduced the filling of San Francisco Bay

from a high of 1,500 acres a year to a current level of approximately 30 acres

a year. In addition, a program that allows essential uses that must fill or

remove land from public access to mitigate the damage by restoring nearby

areas has actually increased the acres of wetlands and public access in recent

years

.

Although extremely successful, BCDC was extremely difficult to bring into

being. It took ten years to go from the idea to official existence. Although

several states and regions have attempted to copy the San Francisco success,

none has achieved the combined planning and permitting powers held by San

Francisco's Conservation and Development Commission.





New Port Technologies/Impact on Land Use

Technological changes in shipping and cargo handling have, to a large degree,

provided the basis for the revitalization of the nation's waterfronts. The

move to container, RORO, LASH and other modern cargo handling technologies

rendered existing waterfront facilities obsolete. These new technologies had

completely different requirements for facilities, land, and manpower. Before

containerization , cargoes travelled on medium size ships that required large

gangs of strong men to load, unload and store. Finger piers extending from

the land into the water allowed the maximum number of ships to be handled at

one time. The ratio of linear feet of dock space to linear feet of shorefront

was very high. Sheds were required to protect cargoes from weather and

pilferage. Port facilities had to be near the center city to attract the necessary

labor force. Brokers, insurance, and custom agents had to inspect every

cargo

.

The larger number of laborers and seamen often made the surrounding neigh-

borhoods less desirable for non-maritime uses. Heavy trucks and trains filled

the streets and further discouraged competing uses.

Containerization and related technological changes required the development of

larger, more expensive ships and cargo handling equipment. Due to the high

costs of the ships and the use of the expensive cargo handling equipment,

ship owners make every effort to minimize time in port. High speed unloading

with heavy equipment requires wharves rather than finger piers . Large

storage areas are required because ships are unloaded so quickly. Sealed

containers reduce the need for covered areas

.





The new labor force for managing the ships and cargo handling equipment is

smaller and highly trained.

The sum total of these changes was to force the center of port activity to

totally new areas outside of the existing port.

Role of the Federal Government in Urban Waterfronts and Port Development

The provision in the Constitution of the United States of America authorizing

Congress to "regulate commerce among the states" has consistently been

interpreted as giving the Federal Government control over and responsibility

for all navigable waters in the country. (More recent interpretations have

expanded this control to waters flowing into or otherwise affecting navigable

waters). Following this mandate, the involvement of the national government

in urban waterfronts, and specifically ports, was limited to activities in or

affecting the water routes over which interstate and international commerce

passed.

The Army Corps of Engineers and the Coast Guard are the principal forms of

national government involvement in the development and regulation of the

waterways. The Corps provides approval for dredging and filling operations

and is itself a major source of harbor improvements including dredging,

jetties, and canals.

As a matter of policy, the Corps does not issue permits for a development

activity if that activity is opposed by a state or local agency authorized by

state law to review the project. In this way, the Corps permit process adds

teeth to local reviews that otherwise might not have much weight.





The Coast Guard establishes navigation routes and regulations and enforces

the rules of the road, as well as providing substantial inspection and assistance

programs to individual boaters.

As urban renewal and other Federally-funded or mandated programs began to

attack the problems of the decaying and underused urban waterfronts in the

late 1960's and early 1970's, pressure built for a larger role for the national

government in the protection and development of these valuable national

resources

.

Federal involvement in the overall problem of waterfront development stems

from the passage of the Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972. CZMA gave

the states primary responsibility for developing management programs which

would "preserve, protect, develop, and where possible, restore or enhance"

coastal resources. Economic development was joined with ecological, cultural,

historic, and aesthetic values in coming up with the program.

Coastal states were not required to participate in this program, but there

were two strong incentives for them to prepare a program and seek the

approval of the Secretary of Commerce as provided for in the legislation.

Incentive #1 was 80% of the funding necessary to undertake the program.

Incentive #2 was a promise of "Federal Consistency"; that is that Federal

actions would have to be consistent with an approved Coastal Zone Management

Plan or show over- riding reasons for violating it. This incentive promised

the state an opportunity to control activities of Federal agencies operating in

the Coastal Zone, something that had been heretofor impossible. The "consistency'





provision allows states with approved CZM plans a voice in the location and

design of defense facilities, off shore oil sites, and other significant Federal

activities

.

Federal Government ConrrHnai-ior;

To encourage this trend, and to assist cities in taking advantage of it, several

departments of the Federal Government have sponsored conferences and books

on "Improving Your Waterfront". Under President Carter, an inter-agency

task force was established to coordinate Federal support and regulatory

programs affecting waterfront development.

Called the Urban Water Action Group, this task force started meeting in

November of 1978. It consisted of high level representatives from eighteen

agencies of the Federal government and four public interest groups , including

the Conference of Mayors and the League of Cities. The purpose of the task

force was to "heighten awareness of opportunities, benefits, and needs;

address key issues, and explore ways to respond to the needs of communities

interested in revitalizing their waterfronts". The main functions of the group

was to catalogue and coordinate national programs and policies dealing with

waterfront development and to explore problems and needs with communities

undertaking or planning waterfront redevelopment. The group also inspired

member agencies to concentrate efforts in the area of waterfront redevelopment

with resulting production of new studies and conferences.





Although the Action Group has now disbanded, a "Waterfront Network" with

membership from fifteen government departments continues to meet on a

monthly basis to provide ongoing coordination of Federal waterfront programs

and exchange of information and ideas.

Conclusions

Many American cities that once based their economic future on a port or

riverfront now find they face the difficult process of re-planning and redevelop-

ing this waterfront land. The incentives and rewards of a successful redevelop-

ment process are great as has been shown by the limited experience of Boston,

San Francisco, Baltimore and a few other cities. The problems of such develop-

ment are also formidable. Physical, economic, institutional, and even historic

barriers abound.

Successful redevelopment efforts are characterized by innovative approaches

that recognize the unique characteristics of waterfront development. Cooperation

between the public and private sectors is essential. The degree of cooperation

necessary often requires the creation of a special joint entity that combines

the powers and abilities of the public and private development agencies.

Different American cities approach this problem in different ways.

Waterfront development also requires special coordination or at least controlled

competition between the port authority and the host city. An essential factor

in promoting this climate is a realistic plan for the future growth of maritime

activities. Such a plan is unlikely to come about unless there is some balance

of power between the city and the port authority. Without this constraint, it

is extremely difficult for the port authority to avoid planning (and reserving

land) for the most optimistic projection of possible growth.





Finally, successful waterfront planning efforts go beyond physical and economic

planning to event planning. Except in unusual cases, the people and businesses

that will create the market for the new waterfront development need to be

reminded of the area's existence and reawakened to the delight of eating,

living, playing, and working by the sea.

Not many American cities will be able to put together these conditions and

sucessfully take advantage of the opportunities for waterfront development

presented by the changes taking place in maritime commerce.

Few developers have the financial and technical capacity to work with local

governments on projects of the magnitude necessary to begin the revitalization

of abandoned waterfronts.

There is little expectation that Federal financial assistance will be available at

the same levels as in previous administrations.

On the brighter side, the ground has already been broken. Success stories

such as Fisherman's Wharf and Quincy Market mean that investors no longer

have to be dragged, kicking and screaming to view a potential investment

project on the waterfront. Fewer possible complications are "unforeseen"

because some city has already done something similar. And new forms of

public-private cooperation have been developed, tried, and reviewed by the

courts — leaving behind a trail of paper that makes it easier for subsequent

projects to succeed.





My prognosis is that many more cities will endeavor to transform their old

waterfronts. Many will fail, but others will succeed. Those that do succeed

will find a major uplifting effect on the city as a whole.

In communities that do succeed, planners and administrators will have to shift

gears from pushing development to controlling it. Selecting appropriate uses,

preserving public access and historic properties, spreading development

demand to nearby neighborhoods will replace all out efforts to support new

growth

.

Developers and investors will face the problem of dealing with their new

income

.








